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ABSTRACT 

Presently in textile industry the advances are rapidly changing substitution of minerals such as carbon particles in tall- 

recital areas. Single problem of this circumstances is heating, is created private owing the heat transfer shaped by heat 

radiation dwindling on the top, mostly on the roof. The study suggests the groundwork of a compound substantial 

comprising cotton usual fiber by way of a thermal fence to be facilitated as the roof of the textile industry. This study, 23 

various seals of 6 coats remained ready, joining nylon fiber, cotton natural fiber, fiber glass, and extracts such as gum + 

Al2O3or resin + Al. Reference samples were taken from carbon steel and one reference sample was extracted from the top 

of the industry. As the solar energy along with heat transfer devices, the temperature of the shallow un protected to showed 

that the thermal conductivity of the steel with which the roof of the industry is manufacturedwas13. 43 W•m1•K−1and of 

the planned coat was 7.55 W m 1 K−•−1, Attaining a reduction in the thermal conductivity by 64. 11 %. By means of the 

temperature and thermal conductivity data, the simulation (ANSYS) of the thermal system was performed. The results 

showed that the temperature inside the roof with the carbon steel, which is currently used to manufacture high-

performance machineries, would be 62.34°C, whereas that inside the car with the proposed laminate would be 54.96°C, 

achieving a thermal barrier that allows a temperature variation of 11.23°C. 
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